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The location process of the new constitutional body 

The Constitutional Court of Spain is a key part of the political and legal development of 

our country and one of its fundamental institutions. It is therefore necessary, from the very 

first moment of its public appearance, to surround it with an image of dignity that makes 

visible the prestige and authority that it must have and the respect that it must command from 

other State institutions and from citizens in general. Placing it in deficient conditions from the 

first moment of its public appearance is something that will not only diminish the image of the 

constitutional jurisdiction, but also -and even more- that of those institutions that have 

permitted it1. 

This was the beginning of the briefing note that the Government Commission of the 

Constitutional Court, which was created at the beginning of the constitutional body, handed 

over to the President of the Government on 27 May 1980. The aspiration to such a dignified 

image, from the architectural perspective, is consistent with one of the missions of 

representative architecture since humans built the first habitable structure: to emphasize a 

presence and convince anyone of something. From the most remote times, art and architecture 

have had a pedagogical purpose and have been a metaphor of power, grandeur or importance. 

With regard to the Constitutional Court, this need was particularly felt in 1980 because, in 

the context of a new political regime -i.e. the social and democratic State that emerged with the 

Constitution of 1978-, the Court was born as a new and essential institution, without prejudice 

to the very brief precedent set by the Court of Constitutional Guarantees of the Second 

Republic. As a result, the institution needed to be identified from the very first moment, in 

order to become iconographically recognisable as well. To do so, the building in which it was 

located, apart from the mere functional needs, was a major issue2. 

The urgency and magnitude of a process such as the one that began on 6 December 1978 is 

exemplified by the process of physically locating the new Court. From the moment the first 

ten judges appointed agreed to form a college, in a session held on 25 February 1980 at the 

Centre for Political and Constitutional Studies (CEPC)3, they expressed the urgent need to 

have a suitable seat for the new Court. Already in July 1979, the Directorate of that Centre 

had requested the Directorate-General for State Heritage (DGPE) a list of possible seats. 

However, given the initial impossibility to find a suitable building, the aforementioned centre 

                                                           
1 AGTC, ES_TC_71_1980-00003. 
 
2 AGTC, ES_TC_282_1980-00003, record of 3 March 1980, of the college of judges of the 

Constitutional Court: “The question [of the building] should be looked at carefully, as external aspects 

may affect the Court's image, a particularly sensitive issue since it is a new institution”. 
 

3 AGTC, ES_TC_282_1980-00001, record of 25 February 1980, of the college of judges of the 

Constitutional Court: “[…] until the two remaining [judges] are appointed by the General Council of 

the Judiciary or within fifteen days following the end of the session of the Parliament (Cortes 

Generales), that is, between 1 and 15 July 1980, at which time the Court may and must exercise its 

functions fully”. 
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offered the building located in Paseo de la Habana 140-142. This building had been rented in 

July of that same year to the Ministry of Territorial Administration, and works had already 

begun on its refurbishment. Finally, this Ministry was located at another place and therefore, 

the works carried out on that building stopped. On 5 February 1980, the keys were handed 

over to the still Secretary-General of the CEPC, Mr. Ángel Regidor Sendín, who was 

appointed manager of the Constitutional Court4 shortly afterwards. An adaptation project 

began to be drafted, and a file was submitted to the Council of Ministers to transfer a credit 

for works and furniture in the building for an amount of 140 million pesetas. 

 

 

Building at Paseo de la Habana, 140 

 

However, after the initial acceptance, the judges soon found that the seat at Paseo de la 

Habana was clearly insufficient. The absence of courtrooms and other deficiencies, in 

addition to its lack of representativeness, prompted them to request a more appropriate 

venue5. To this end, the DGPE drew up a list with the following 19 possible buildings: 

 Palace of the Condes de Elda (next to Retiro). 

 Plaza Salamanca Building. 

 Hotel Fénix (Plaza de Colón). 

                                                           
4 On 10 October 1979, the Minister of the Presidency of the Government appointed him to this position 

and later on, by an agreement reached at its session of 5 October, the Court claimed its own position 

above the manager. 
 
5 AGTC, ES_TC_164_1980-00002. Briefing note on the background and the arrangements carried out 

by this management centre regarding the acquisition of a building in Madrid for the definitive seat of 

the Constitutional Court, page 2, AGTC, ES_TC_164_1980-00002. 
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 Palace at Cuesta Santo Domingo. 

 Palace at c/ Velázquez, 63. 

 Building at c/ Alcalá, 61. 

 Building at c/ Alcalá, near the corner of Plaza de Cibeles. 

 Building at c/ Jenner, cornering c/Almagro. 

 Hotel Regina, at c/ Alcalá. 

 Building at c/ Alfonso XI, 4 (INP). 

 Building at avda. de Miraflores, 61 (Puerta de Hierro). 

 Palace of Camarines (road to La Coruña). 

 Building “La Pérgola” (road to La Coruña). 

 Building at c/ Serrano, 128. 

 Building at c/ Hermanos Bécquer (next to the Embassy of the USA). 

 Building at paseo de Martínez Campos, 21. 

 Building at c/ Zurbano-Almagro-Zurbarán. 

 Building at c/ Fernando el Santo, 12-14. 

 Building at c/ San Bernardo, 64 (property of the National Social Security Institute 

[INSS]). 

Four main parameters were taken into account to determine the suitability: surface area, 

security conditions, a car park and the possibility of courtrooms. None of these buildings met 

all the requirements and so, after a meeting on 20 March 1980 between a committee of judges 

and several representatives of the Ministry of Finance, it was decided to continue the search 

for available buildings while considering the following options: 

 To call for tenders to acquire a property, and even to draw up basic specifications. The 

idea would later be abandoned given the short time available.  

 To continue occupying the building at Paseo de la Habana during the construction of a 

new building on one of the various State Heritage sites likely to be used for this purpose. 

The most feasible option was one located on La Coruña road, currently the A-6 highway, 

in the section known as “Cuesta de las Perdices”. 

 To visit a building, designed by the architects Antoni Bonet and González Valdés, 

between Calle Isaac Peral and Calle Doménico Scarlatti, previously offered to the DGPE 

but whose acquisition had previously been rejected due to its high price (1,650 million 

pesetas). 

 To acquire the building of the Banca López Quesada, an idea immediately discarded 

because of its price (2,500 million pesetas). 

 To finish the circular building located at the Complutense University of Madrid, with the 

cost of works at around 500 million pesetas, and to dedicate it to the use by the 

Constitutional Court. 

At that time, this last alternative was the most appreciated by the judges. The magnificent 

circular building by architect Fernando Higueras, popularly known as “The crown of thorns” 

(or “the hedgehog”, as its creator called it), was located in the Ciudad Universitaria area of 

Madrid and was designed as a centre for the restoration of works of art. The preliminary 

project, drawn up together with Rafael Moneo, was awarded the National Architecture Prize 

in 1961 and its construction began, with slight variations, in 1967. However, many incidents 

prolonged its construction for almost thirty years. In 1980, the works had been suspended for 
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almost ten years. Despite this, the judges of the Constitutional Court informed the Minister of 

Finance of their unanimous choice of this building, which was suitable both for the 

considerations already mentioned and for the lower cost that its completion in a reasonable 

period of time -less than eight months until the Court was constituted-, would represent for 

the treasury6. 

 

 

Institute for the Spanish Historical Heritage, by Architect Fernando Higueras. 
 

However, the Higueras building would never become the seat of the Court due to the legal 

status of the building. Several reports consulted show a controversy regarding the land’s 

ownership. On the one hand and in view of various precedents, the DGPE argued that the land 

was part of the State Heritage and that its ownership had never been transmitted to the 

Complutense University (UCM). On the other hand, the latter defended it as its own, a theory 

that would require the unassignment of the land, which should be agreed by the governing 

bodies of the UCM. In the end, it seems that this theory was considered valid, although the 

University rectorate refused to carry out said unassignment7.  

 

In view of these difficulties, the Constitutional Court informed the Secretary of State for the 

Public Administration of its preference for the circular building made by the architects Bonet 

and González Valdés, without prejudice to the other solutions indicated8. The DGPE obtained 

a reduction in the price of the building to 1,300 million pesetas and the expenses would be 

borne by the State, but this was considered insufficient. So, the DGPE chose the construction 

                                                           
6 AGTC, ES_TC_164_1980_00002. Request sent by the President García Pelayo to the Minister of 

Finance, by which he informs the Minister of the agreement reached during the plenary session of 25 

March 1980.  
 
7 AGTC, ES_TC_164_1980_00002, reports by the DGPE of 9, 10, 14 and 16 April 1980: According to 

the consulted documents, there are no previous records that explain how the University authorised the 

works of a building that was primarily designed for the National Arts Centre. After several changes of 

usage, it was dedicated to the Institute for the Restoration and Conservation of Works of Art (Ministry 

of Culture). 
 
8 AGTC, ES_TC_71_1980-00003, request of 23 April 1980. 
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of a new building. On 16 May 1980, a work programme was established to implement the 

decision and a trip was even scheduled for 19 May to Karlsruhe, in order to visit the building 

of the Bundesverfassungsgericht, the German Constitutional Court. 

 

 

View of the building of Bonet and González Valdés. Only the gardening lacks 

 

However, since the date of constitution of the Court was close, as it could not take place 

later than 15 July 1980, “the superior body [sic] finally agreed to purchase the property at 

calle Isaac Peral, according to the last existing offer of 1,300 million pesetas. This price 

would eventually be reduced to 1,100 million9. Permission to occupy the building 

immediately was also obtained and the essential refurbishment was carried out. Thanks to 

these efforts, the Court was solemnly set up on 12 July 1980, with the attendance of Their 

Majesties the King and Queen of Spain. 

In September of that year, a bill was sent to the Congress of Deputies to grant an additional 

credit of 1,090 million pesetas to acquire the building for the headquarters of the 

Constitutional Court10. The acquisition was authorized by a ministerial order of 4 November 

1980, which was granted by the Director-General of the State Heritage before a notary public 

on 13 November 1980. The works of fitting and refurbishment at the headquarters would 

continue until the end of September 1981, when the Court finally transferred from its 

                                                           
9 AGTC, ES_TC_164_1980_00002, briefing note on the background…, page 13. As stated in the 

documentation of this report, the DGPE, already knowing that the aforementioned property would be 

acquired, decided to hide from the property owners that the superior body had already decided to buy 

it. In a new and quick attempt, and in order to prevent the owners from knowing this decision, the 

DGPE managed to get a new reduction of 200 million pesetas. The final offer of 1,100 million pesetas 

was made on 30 May, and all the expenses would be borne by the State. On 3 June, this reduction 

would be extended to cover these expenses, which would be paid in accordance with the law. 
 
10 These files are available at 
http://www.congreso.es/portal/page/portal/Congreso/Congreso/Intervenciones?_piref73_1335415_73_13 

35414_1335414.next_page=/wc/servidorCGI&CMD=VERLST&BASE=IWI1&FMT=INITXDSS.fmt& 

DOCS=1-1&DOCORDER=FIFO&OPDEF=ADJ&QUERY=%28121%2F000191%2F0000.NDOC.%29 
 

http://www.congreso.es/portal/page/portal/Congreso/Congreso/Intervenciones?_piref73_1335415_73_13
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provisional headquarters11. 

 

Antoni Bonet Castellana, Architect 

Antoni Bonet Castellana, (Barcelona, 13 August 1913 - 12 September 1989) was a 

Catalonian architect, designer and urban planner, although he lived in Argentina for most of 

his life. In addition to his strictly university education, Antoni Bonet’s real learning would 

mainly come from his ties to another great architect, Josep Lluís Sert. From 1927, the latter 

was a member of Le Corbusier’s studio, the main figure of European and world rationalism at 

its height, and in 1930 he formed the Group of Spanish Artists and Technicians for the 

Progress of Contemporary Architecture (GATEPAC) to promote the rationalist style in 

Spanish architecture. From 1933 onwards, this group included a young Bonet who, unlike 

other architects at the time, did not experience a “journey” towards rationalism from previous 

positions; on the contrary, his contact with the movement was rather direct and in the best 

possible fields. In June 1936 he began to work with Le Corbusier and collaborated closely 

with Sert and Lacasa in the construction of the Spanish Pavilion at the International 

Exhibition in Paris. During his stay at Le Corbusier’s studio he met two young Argentinian 

architects: Juan Kurchan and Jorge Ferrari Hardoy, as well as the architect and surrealist 

painter Roberto Matta. This meeting was important because the international situation made 

Bonet decide to move to Argentina in 1938, where he founded the Austral Group with these 

painters. This group was the first reference of the modern Argentine architecture and was in 

charge of spreading the basic ideas of the modern movement, but at the same time it showed 

deep criticism regarding its results. Together with his partners, he was credited with the 

mythical BKF armchair, although its authorship was finally assigned to Jorge Ferrari Hardoy. 

However, the life of this group was quite ephemeral, as it dissolved in 1939. 

From 1938 until his final return to Spain in 1963, Antonio Bonet developed his activity in 

Argentina and Uruguay, where he became one of the definitive links between European 

avant-garde architecture and Latin American architects and consolidated a career of great 

prestige, with works such as the first considered modern work in Buenos Aires, a residential 

building between Paraguay and Siupacha streets; the OKS house in Martínez (1954-1958) or 

the Rivadavia tower in Mar del Plata (1956). During the 1940s he settled in Uruguay, where 

he worked on the urban project for Punta Ballena, Maldonado, and where he built the hotel-

restaurant La solana del mar (1947), La Gallarda house for the poet Rafael Alberti; and the 

Berlingieri house (1946), where the Catalan-styled vaults expand the dunes of the landscape. 

These architectures show the freedom of forms that defined Bonet, who never abandoned 

his rationalist background. Back in Argentina in 1950, he met again with the members of the 

Austral Group, now disappeared, to participate in the drafting of the Buenos Aires Plan. 

Although he returned to Spain for the first time in 1949, it was not until 1958 that he returned 

to Barcelona for the second time, where he met again Oriol Bohigas and other young avant-

garde architects, who were not yet very productive. From then on, assignments to Bonet from 

Spain began to be frequent until he decided to return definitively in 1963. Since then, his 

                                                           
11 See for example AGTC, EN_TC_75_1981-00003, Report by the Chief Commissioner of the Security Service of 

the Constitutional Court on the change of seat, dated on 26 September 1981, which refers to the measures taken in 

the field of security and, more specifically, the thorough examination of the building on 21 and 22 September and 

the transfer of documentation from 23 to 25 September. 
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projects have been largely linked to the development of tourism and the profile of his clients: 

“The Operation Return was a prestigious manoeuvre sponsored by the avant-garde, 

increasingly broader but heterogeneous and mystifying to the limit, which sought the support 

of prestigious names, like the establishment in its attempt to open. The former offered 

recognition and cultural collaboration and the latter, who integrated into a new rising class, 

offered important assignments”12. The return was not complete; Bonet would forever remain 

distant from the mainstream of the 1970s’ architecture in Barcelona, which explains the heavy 

silence that has fallen on his figure in Spain, especially in contrast to his weight in the Latin 

American sphere. 

 

For Bonet and from a rationalist approach, architecture had to be interpreted integrally, 

from the conception of a piece of furniture to the planning of a city, which can be seen in his 

urban actions and projects. On the other hand, his works were always imbued with a 

Mediterranean spirit that never ceased to manifest itself in his actions through the choice of 

certain materials and the adaptation of his constructions to the place and its climate. He used 

the slopes to hide the façades and achieved the integration with the landscape (Cruylles house, 

1967). Perhaps also due to the circumstances of the site on which it is located, we also find 

this in the current headquarters of the Constitutional Court. 

 

Antoni Bonet (without the helmet) at the building site of Domenico Scarlatti 

 

It is necessary to emphasise the importance given by Bonet to the dynamics of space; he 

created different perceptive sensations when playing with the changes of scale, the different 

                                                           
12 BALDELLOU, Miguel Angel, “La obra de Bonet en la arquitectura española” in “La obra de 

Antonio Bonet”, Ediciones Summa, Buenos Aires, 1978, pp. 77-130, available at 

http://oa.upm.es/46030/1/1978_bonet_MAB.pdf 
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definitions that light produces through the closures and the movement of floors and ceilings, 

always from the simplicity of lines. In his sought-after architectural unit, Bonet designed 

everything from general approaches, which allow the intention of the work to be seen, to more 

detailed architectural elements such as cornices, railings or closures. 

 

The Constitutional Court Building  

In 1967, Bonet planned a warehouse and headquarters in Barcelona for the company Gas 

Natural. With this project -as well as with the one presented to the competition for the 

construction of the Banco de Bilbao headquarters in Madrid13-, despite the difference in scale, 

he anticipated the office building that he would later construct in Madrid with Francisco 

González Valdés between 1972 and 1974 as the headquarters of the National Health Service 

and the General Council of doctors, dentists, pharmacists and veterinarians. On 12 July 1980, 

this building would later be inaugurated as the headquarters of the Constitutional Court. It is 

made up of a main body and other smaller ones, all with a circular floor plan. The smaller 

buildings are compact and hermetic. The complex is perceived as a device that reminds of the 

capsules or almost futuristic megastructures proposed by the architects of the Archigram 

group at the beginning of the 60’s14. Bonet keeps elements from previous stages such as the 

expansion of the ground floor, the organic layout of the limits of the site or the use of 

geometry, in this case by using spherical and cylindrical bodies with rounded edges. 

 

 
View of the forging of the building that would be used for the assembly hall  

                                                           
13 Concurso finalmente ganado por Sáenz de Oiza. Los planos del proyecto de Bonet, así como 

otra documentación pueden consultarse en el fondo del arquitecto conservado en el Arxiu Historic del 

Colegio de Arquitectos de Cataluña, AHCOAC, C. 1381/135. 

 
14 RÓDENAS GARCÍA, Juan Fernando, Antonio Bonet. Poblado Hifrensa, 1967-1975, PhD thesis 

available online at http://www.tdx.cat/handle/10803/124099. For more information on Archigram, see 

SADLER, Simon, Archigram. Architecture without Architecture, MIT Press, 2005. 

http://www.tdx.cat/handle/10803/124099
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Building’s hall and mezzanine (1981) 

 

Today, the seat of the Constitutional Court and the institution are a perfectly recognisable 

iconographic unit, thus fulfilling one of the missions of the representative architecture that we 

spoke about at the beginning: to serve as a symbol that represents, in this case, a fundamental 

institution of the State founded by the Spanish Constitution of 1978. 

 


